
You are Humanitary: what to do about it?

physics homework

Starting from school bench everyone is divided into "physicists" and "lyrics", by setting the
"diagnosis" type of thinking. But in fact, if everything was so definitely, it would be uninteresting to
live! How is in reality it is to understand what a human mind is a man's humanitarian or technical,
and what does it mean?

Of course, this is a matter of not two minutes - it is necessary to approach the issue. But it is
possible to highlight the fundamental signs of the humanitarian warehouse right now.

 Important characteristics
Such people led by the spiritual component of the person. Yes, Mikhailo Lomonosov became
famous for both a physicist, a chemist, mathematician, but shined poetic talent.
Humanitars perceive the world in its entire excellent aggregate - with intellectual and emotional
manifestations, and understand how closely those are intertwined. Therefore, the humanities have
excellent memory, a subtle sense of excellent, as well as how to make the multifaceted
environment: do not "rest in one theory, concept, picture of the world, interpretation. It pushes them
to even more active knowledge of reality.
The owners of such a warehouse of the mind are aware of the conventionity of any ideas, including
their own, so in Wikipedia not in search of universal truth, but only to find out what exactly now in the
world is considered to be. The same people who are peculiar to the analytical mind ("Physics", as
we call them) live with the concepts of a clear and only truth, strict laws of the universe and all kinds
of similar axioms. Humanitarians may also disagree with the opinion, which is opposite to their own,
but at the same time recognize its full and legal right to be.
In addition, "lyrics" are typical of, as a rule, impeccable literacy, ability to languages, musicality,
artistic deposits, talent for poetry, a tendency to competent and deep philosophical reasoning. They
better feel smells, touch, they do not attract logical puzzles, but they are immersed in creativity.
Among the children of Humanitarians it is easy to reveal even in the younger groups of kindergarten
- they selflessly play the "daughters of the mother" and other plot-role-playing entertainment. And
also not afraid to sleep without light.

 Who to be humanitarians?

It suggests the conclusion about creative professions - artists, artists, leading, journalists, guides,
marketers, writers, but it should be borne in mind that humanitarian sciences can be very accurate:
linguistics, psychology, sociology.

Finally, we suggest you right here and now pass a simple test for the definition of your type of
thinking. Bind your fingers. If there is a big finger on top of the left hand, it says about the
humanitarian and emotional color of your psyche. Well, the dominant right hand signals that you are
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closer to rational features. How to develop all this?

If, after reading this text, you realized that you lack the humanitarian vision of the world, we strongly
recommend that you manage the course of Wikium "Creative thinking." He will teach you to look at
the world at an unusual angle in a simple gaming fascinating form, to see non-standard ways to
solve problems and not be afraid to retreat from the rules.

If, on the contrary, you are to the brain of the bone of the humanitarian, and you want to somewhat
"grounding", learn to think more logically and seriously, the Vikuium also has cool courses for you.
First, "Sherlock's thinking: With it, you will learn how to competently analyze the situations," torn to
the root ", argue your conclusions and cannot be manipulated.


